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Marketing Strategies

Studying Levi’s

In this section you can research the marketing strategies developed 
by Bartle Bogle Hegarty (BBH) for Levi-Strauss’s European advertising 
campaigns between 1984 and 2007.    

■ Review the original 501 compilation with a focus on the strategy 
behind this campaign as a whole. 

■ As you watch, make a note of any changes in the techniques and 
approaches used in the campaign, speculate about the possible 
reasons for the changes. 

After Viewing 
■ In your group, try to summarise what you think might have gone into 

the creative brief from the advertising agency. Think about:

– the strategy (why Levi’s are advertising)

– the target market (who BBH are talking to) 

– the core messages (what the advertising is trying to say) 

– the mode of address (what tone of voice is being used).

The 501 Advertising Strategies
The quotations below and on pages 135-137 are from BBH and give 
you some idea of the thinking behind the campaign. In the fi rst two 
paragraphs key phrases have been highlighted – you might fi nd it useful 
to do this in the rest. 

■ Compare your interpretations with the agency’s aims for the 
Campaign. 

The Context

Through the 1960s and 1970s, ever since the exportation of jeans from 

America during the heady days of rock and roll, the denim jeans market grew 

dramatically. Driven fi rst by the ‘casualisation’ of the young, then by the 

dawning of permissiveness, the explosion of student numbers across the 

world, and the advent of the hippie, denim became synonymous with youth, 

with rebellion, with a new way of life... Jeans advertising, taking its lead from 

Levi’s seminal commercials of the early and mid-1970s, preached lifestyle. As 

well as youthfulness and rebellion, it conjured up images of an America that 

young people really aspired to, and which confi rmed the previously humble 

jean as a major American icon. Jeans were an international uniform – worn 

right to look right all over the world.

 Then it all began to change.

Marketing Levi’s in the 80s: the 501 Campaign
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Between 1979 and 1984, UK sales dropped by 46%.

Levi’s were becoming ‘my dad’s jeans’, a corporation rather than an 

aspirational brand. But worse than that, the core brand values (built up over a 

century in the US, and 25 years in Europe) of quality, durability, American-ness 

and honest denim were being dissipated by a welter of products that shared 

none of these qualities, but which the consumer was still being asked to think 

of as Levi’s. Levi’s had ‘sold out’.

BBH had to help the company recoup its profi ts, but more importantly to 
reintroduce the jeans to a core 15-19 year-old male target market. 

The Product

The 501 is a genuinely unique product. First manufactured in San Francisco in 

1873, it is unchanged to this day. The ‘5’ denotes the production line in the 

original Battery Street Factory, and the ‘01’ is the famous Cone Mills fabric that 

is still supplied exclusively to Levi’s. The garment shrinks, wrinkles and fades 

now as it did then. Apart from the addition of belt loops just after World War 

1 as braces went out of fashion and the red tab in 1932, it is identical to the 

product worn by miners, cowboys and Californian farm workers through the 

century.

The design is so right it never need alter, a timeless classic of 

clothes. Adaptable, like any well-designed object, you can wear 

them with almost anything. They are good-looking, well-made, 

functional and unobtrusive. What is more, they improve with age and 

increase in value with every wash.

Margaret Howell, fashion designer

501s have straight, as opposed to curved, outseams, and a straight back 

seam. The effect of this is to give a slightly baggy look at the rear, and fabric 

bunching around the crotch. This unusual look was...clearly capable of fashion 

acceptance. 

[But]... It was the wrongness of the US commercials that led us to our 

European 501 strategy. We found that, as in the 1970s, modern America, the 

America of Reagan and Cruise, of middle-of-the-road music and pappy TV, had 

many negative aspects. The US 501 commercials expressed this modernity and 

showed the product worn in a way that young European consumers poured 

scorn on. 
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Market Research – Trends and Values

There was a growing desire for clothes and objects that had a genuine 

provenance; a heritage that owed nothing to the marketer, and everything 

to evolution and function. Ray Ban, Bass Weejuns and Zippo were already 

beginning to see their volumes climb as a result... As a quintessential ‘classic’ 

garment, 501s featured heavily in this trend, and were being adopted by 

opinion-leading ‘cognoscenti’...

In addition, we uncovered a fascination, almost a reverence, for a mythical 

America of the past – the America that had produced Dean and Presley, the ‘57 

Chevrolet, Sam Cooke, the Misfi ts and a host of other heroes and ‘cult objects’. 

Clothes and shoes featured strongly in this, and the ‘fi fties’ look, suitably 

processed for the mid-eighties, was current. Again, Levi’s featured as essential 

wear...The fi fties was when Levi’s meant jeans, and jeans meant youth. It was 

the most emotionally charged period with which Levi’s had been associated, 

and it seeded the contemporary ‘jeans world’ of youth, sex, rebellion and 

heroism. We had to re-evoke these factors, and give 501 ownership.

We wanted to make 501s compulsory equipment for anyone who cared 

about the way they looked. We wanted to persuade the 15-20-year-olds who 

represent the core of the jeans market that 501s were the right look and the 

only label; the right look because anti-fi t jeans was the way jeans were being 

worn by those in the know; the only label because Levi’s 501s had genuine 

claim to head the jeans heritage that was rooted in the fi fties.

The Re-launch Strategy

Bath and Launderette went on air on Boxing Day 1985...In Spring 1986 we 

began developing commercials for 1987 usage. Wishing to broaden and 

deepen the message, and simultaneously to extend the 501 brand credentials 

in a way that built the volume base, we wrote a commercial featuring black 

501s, and an execution that, tongue-in-cheek, fl agged the launch of 501s 

cut specially for women...We had to reassure opinion-leading trend-setters 

who had already been buying Levi’s before the start of the campaign that 

501s were really the great classic that they had always believed them to 

be, irreplaceable in their wardrobe, and personal to them – each pair unique 

and special. To do this, we asked major British fashion designers to style and 

accessorise their favourite pair of 501s. The resulting commercials ran in the 

‘style’ fashion and music press.

 Finally in terms of action we worked closely with the record companies who 

owned the four tracks used on the commercials...to ensure that the singles 

were re-issued simultaneously with the launch of the commercials.
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Did it Work?

– 501 sales increased massively and became a much larger proportion of Levi’s 

total denim sales.

– The number of 501s sold in 1987 was over 20 times that of 1984. They were 

the only Levi’s jeans style to receive television advertising support. 

– Sales growth patterns were similar in Germany and Italy, where the TV ads 

were also shown … In France, where no 501 advertising ran until Autumn 

1987, volumes remained fairly level. 

– All four of the singles got into the UK Top Ten … DJs playing the songs on the 

radio invariably made a reference to jeans or Levi’s.

– The PR and teenage interest came from the advertising. It created discussion 

that transcended paid-for media, discussion that was always product-focussed 

or associated with the commercials themselves.

– According to Menswear magazine, Launderette spawned a major new fashion 

trend – for boxer shorts. Trade sources estimate that over 2 million pairs were 

sold in 1986 as a result.

The Future – as Seen by BBH in 1988

We want 501s to be as desirable to 16-year-olds in 1998 as they are in 1988. 

To achieve this it is necessary to understand what the brand now represents – 

the 501 core values of classic status, originality, American-ness, toughness and 

heroic stature – and to re-express and re-present them to a target market that, 

at its core, regenerates itself every four or fi ve years.

The commercialising has driven the success of 501. To some extent it has 

become a part of 501. Consumers, buying a simple pair of jeans (albeit at a 

very fancy price) are buying a little bit of Nick Kamen, a little bit of ‘mythical 

America’, a little bit of ‘When a Man Loves a Woman’ ...The advertising and the 

product are seamless; the product is more than the sum of its parts. It’s old-

fashioned and unpredictable, but therein lies its unique charm.

The future – as it actually happened...
In fact, despite BBH’s expectations, by 1998 the 501 campaign had 
passed its shelf life. The youth market was halved between 1996-2000. 
Fashion styles had changed; combat and cargo trousers were now cooler 
than denim. 11-24-year-olds no longer liked the 501 product. Too much 
emphasis had been placed on advertising, and not enough on the product 
itself. New brands of jeans such as Diesel had captured the market. 501s 
were once again ‘your dad’s jeans’.

Levi’s needed to reinvent itself with a new core product. 
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Levi’s in the Noughties

Despite major decline in the sales of 501s and denim more generally, BBH managed to put 
Levi’s back in the marketplace for the Noughties. What follows is a brief summary of the 
strategies they employed. 

In 1999, Levi’s set up an initiative code-named Project Stealth to focus on new product 
development. It devised four criteria for a new ‘brand vision’: 

– Focus

– Impact

– Simplicity 

– Clarity

Any element of Levi’s marketing which failed to meet these criteria, from retail outlets to 
websites to packaging, was axed and reinvented.

Two new focuses were prioritised:

– Levi’s Vintage Clothing, which recycled and updated reproductions of classic 
designs

– Levi’s Red, focusing on product innovation and new design. 

This in turn gave birth to Levi’s Engineered Jeans (LEJ), innovative because of their new cotton/
Tencel denim, and twisted side-seams. The new products and their capabilities became far 
more central to the marketing strategy.

Rather than change advertising agencies, Levi’s made BBH London the central part of its new 
strategy to re-position and rebrand itself worldwide.

– to sell 4.5 million product units

– to raise awareness of the product by 60%

– to increase perceptions of the brand’s cool image by 6%.

2001: Twist fi rst aired on TV 
In this ad young and beautiful people twist their bodies to fi t the twisted-seam jeans. These ads 
broke all of Levi’s previous rules:

– no narrative

– less obvious love interest or sexual undertone

– link between imagery and product

– less reference to American culture

– more oddness and enigma.

The twisted theme was developed across the entire campaign, with the aim of creating 
advertising that would become ‘famous’ and talked about, as in previous campaigns. 

The outcome: a 28% rise in consumers acknowledging Levi’s as a producer of new and 
interesting products.

2002: The Odyssey ad launched
The tale of two souls breaking free from the physical and emotional confi nes of an 
inner world. Clad in Levi’s Engineered jeans, the twosome are spurred to seek an 
unexpected way out from their oppressive surroundings. During their high-octane 
odyssey they meet, and together discover a brave new world to explore behind the 
four walls. 

The Re-think: 
Project Stealth

Marketing LEJ:
the Aim

The Strategy
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The target market was 15-19-year-olds across Europe. It was launched across nine multi-
platform European markets using TV, cinema, outdoor, print and digital activities, with a 
major emphasis on online coverage. Web resources included: 

– a competition for a trip to Borneo to ‘expand the horizons and broaden the 
minds’

– two versions of the ad

– related screensavers and wallpaper

– a documentary about the production process of the ad with interviews with 
director, creatives, models and crew, location footage, and coverage of special 
effects work in development.

The ad was directed by Jonathan Glaser, award-winning director of ads for Guinness, Nike 
and Stella Artois, music videos, and movies Beautiful Thing and Sexy Beast.

The ad took 6 months to make and cost Levi’s £2.5 million – at that time the most expensive 
ad ever made.

It was three-dimensionally planned by post-production companies FrameStore and CFC, 
and shot in a set in Budapest, using computer-generated effects and blue-screen to simulate 
explosions, and harnesses to simulate the fi nal fl ight of the models.

On the fi rst day of the shoot the models discovered that far from allowing them ‘freedom to 
move’, they could barely walk in them, let alone jump or fl y. The jeans had to be sent back to 
be redesigned to fi t, before shooting could continue. 

Levi’s is now the biggest manufacturer of clothing in the world.

It has continued to promote cross-platform coverage of its products, and to develop new ones, 
including the new Levi’s mobile phone, and its Redwise DLX jeans, specially designed to 
carry and control an iPod and dock.

Its traditional commitment to vintage music has developed into sponsorship of contemporary 
music on a massive scale, backing tours of global bands such as the Rolling Stones, Christina 
Aguilera and Lauryn Hill.

However the last few years have seen a different, niche approach, focusing on the Levi’s ‘One 
to Watch’ initiative, which supports upcoming new bands at tiny venues, and promotes them 
via its websites, YouTube, and its fl agship stores.

TV advertising now has far less prominence in terms of the all-important youth demographic:

TV ads aren’t a big part of what we do to connect with our youth market anymore. We could spend a lot of 

money doing that, but it is not a way we want to compete. This is about giving new bands an opportunity 

to perform in the right environment and then giving them an audience online and in 24 stores throughout 

the UK.

Andrea Moore, Levi’s marketing director, UK & Europe

Levi’s current focus is on digital content, state-of-the-art graphics and interactive video, and on 
its cutting edge websites.

The Story 
Since Then


